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OFF THE FLOOR

FlyLo, you’re never one to feign the need for 
a disguise! You started as Flying Lotus, but 
released your rapping work as Cap’n Murphy, 
and as a director you take on the more regular-
sounding guise of Steve [Ellison, FlyLo’s real 
name]. Who are we speaking with today?
“Hahahaha. Steve! It’s always me — I get jumbled 
up as one!”

The film, Kuso, your directorial debut, is deep 
in its aesthetic of post-sativa highness of the 
most wacky-baccy order…
“I always smoke a lot of weed — that’s my 
normal. That’s my routine. Always pretty similar.”

The film reeks of it — the look is incredible. 
It’s kinda Kenneth Anger doing acid with David 
Cronenberg at a Hammer convention curated 
by Chris Cunningham… DJ Mag has never seen 
special effects like it. How did you come up with 
that DIY throw-CGI-in-da-incinerator look?
“Any effects are my own, I came up with ways of 
using Photoshop and After FX and made the crew 
short animations to describe what I wanted. Chris 
Cunnigham’s my boy, he inspired me to push my 
shit — he introduced me to puppetmakers and the 
studio. It’s really hard to make a film. It took a 
long time.”  

How long did it take to make?
“It’s crazy, I had more fun doing this than a real 
job, but it took two-and-a-half years of working 
diligently to finish Kuso.”

It’s full of your main men — Aphex Twin, 
Japanese sound designer Akira Yamaoka, and Mr 
Funkadelic, his finest voodoo-shaking self…
“George Clinton is awesome — the funkiest man 
alive. He is very fun to work with. He said, ‘Sure’, 
when I asked: ‘Would you show me your butthole 
on camera?’ I had to think twice... but yeah, it 
may be in there!"

Would you do it again? Make another movie, 
that is, not see Clinton’s booty back-end?

“Never say never — I would love someone else to 
fund me.”  

So you funded this yourself?
“Yes  — I funded it, Shudder bought it…”

How much did you spunk, bruv?
“About a hundred thousand.”

Wowsah, what are the benefits of self-funding?
“When we see something made with an auteur’s 
hands, you appreciate it, it becomes more cartoon 
territory regardless of the subject.”

What audience did you have in mind?
“Weirdos like me, teens on weed. I remember 
what it was like and that’s what I’m aiming for, 
although it’s not only for them. We wanna let 
people explore everything, running around the 
world.  
“I went out in Manchester, to the Park Life 
festival — it was like the walking dead! Kids in the 
UK, they are full-blown crazy, I am still shell-
shocked. But those kids, it’s for them… If you’re 
visual and have been inspired in the culture, this 
is for you.”

And the music is totally intertwined. What was 
the process?
“Back and forth — start with music as texture, 

and play that on set to get people to create 
and develop that. A lot of my friends came 
together. People who are crazy-talented — 
repeatedly, with these scenes, my homies would 
come through.”  

How do you switch between being a music-
maker, a film-maker, and Brainfeeder head 
honcho?
“I wouldn’t say I can just switch it around. It’s 
whatever’s loudest. Films sometimes are loudest, 
and I’ll write for a while — it’s with great people, 
and a block never happens, there’s rarely a dull 
moment. And now I get to hang out with [The 
Thin Red Line director] Terence Malik — it’s 
great. Movies are a fucked-up industry, but in the 
end it can be the most rewarding art-form.”  

What’s next? Marvel? 
“I would not be opposed to that — do one, then 
do indie films forever.  
“We had to start Brainfeeder Films, and now 
we have loads in development. David Spark, 
the animator, Eddie Alcazar’s first feature, 
FUCKKKYOUUU…”

What about a series, for Netflix or…
“Amazon — yeah, we might just have something 
like that.”
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FLYLO FILM ALERT!
Experimental artist FLYING LOTUS 
has a film out — big news! Kuso 
stars people like US comedian 
Hannibal Buress and interstellar 
funkateer George Clinton, and 
features music by Thundercat, 
Aphex and FlyLo himself. It’s out 
now on horror video streaming 
service Shudder. 
The grand nephew of Alice and 
John Coltrane admits that music 
was not initially his priority, it was 
something he fell into after LA 
film school… but he soon scored 
record deals with Gilles Peterson, 
Warp et al…


